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LISTED: ABC STAFF WHO HELPED BRUCE PASCOE HOAX
"Aboriginal historian" Bruce Pascoe is now exposed even in the Sydney Morning Herald as the peddler of a giant
hoax. Will ABC sta� who promoted him, vilified his critics and claimed his fake evidence was real now apologise?
Click here for the amazing list, and please suggest anyone I missed. Note: not a single ABC sta�er ever expressed
doubt.
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Will the ABC finally apologise for its role in helping "Aboriginal historian" Bruce Pascoe perpetrate the greatest

literary hoax in Australian literary history? 

Conservatives have called out Pascoe for a couple of years, pointing out there's zero proof for his claim to be

Aboriginal, and that he invented evidence for his claim that Aborigines were "farmers" living in "houses" with

"pens" in "towns" of "1000 people".

But Pascoe continued to be worshipped and rewarded, with Melbourne University even appointing him as a

professor, and writers festivals making him a star turn.

Pascoe was getting away with it in part because media outlets of the Left   refused to publish the evidence

against him, and demonised the conservatives who did. Pro-Pascoe media outlets even took to photographing

Pascoe in gloomy black and white, or in shadow, making his very white skin look darker. Yes, it really was that

absurd.

But no media outlet did more than the national broadcaster to promote Pascoe, especially in schools, and to

protect him from any scrutiny. The ABC promoted fake as real and  falsehood as truth, and vilified

conservatives who pointed out the fraud. They did this when the facts were in plain sight, if only they cared to

look.

Now that even the Sydney Morning Herald has exposed (some of) the fake claims of Bruce Pascoe, admitting

he "distorts and exaggerates", will the following ABC staff finally apologise and correct the record?

Virginia Trioli 

Kirstin Ferguson, ABC deputy chairman

Benjamin Law

Annabel Crabb

Fran Kelly

Richard Fidler

Paul Barry

Wendy Harmer

Ellen Fanning
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Ellen Fanning

Jonathan Green

Daniel Browning

Patricia Karvelas

Rafael Epstein

Julia Baird

Annabel Astbury, head of ABC Education

Linda Mottram

Hillary Harper

Bhakthi Puvanenthiran

Michael Carrington, ABC Director Entertainment & Specialist.

Q&A

Tim Purdie

ABC Education

Tahnee Jash

UPDATED - more ABC presenters who pushed Pascoe and his hoax:

Professor Larissa Behrendt

Myf Warhurst

Libbi Gorr

Kathryn Robinson

Kelrick Martin, ABC head of Indigenous  

Paul Barclay
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Paul Barclay

Mike Ladd

This is inevitably just a partial list of all the ABC staffers who promoted and defended Pascoe, and the ways

they did so. 

But note this: I cannot think of a single staffer in the ABC, our biggest media outlet and the one meant by law

to be impartial, who criticised Pascoe and called out his obvious hoax. Not a single one.

As with the George Pell case, the ABC showed a total group think in pushing a manifest untruth. It showed

both its bias and its contempt for facts that challenged its group-think.

Andrew Bolt
Columnist

With a proven track record of driving the news cycle, Andrew Bolt steers discussion, encourages debate and o�ers his perspective
on national a�airs. A leading journalist and commentator, Andrew's columns are published in the Herald Sun, Daily Telegraph and
Advertiser. He writes Australia's most-read political blog and hosts The Bolt Report on SkyNews each weeknight.
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Robyn 2 weeks ago

Thankyou Andrew for your work here. The whole idea that we can pigeon hole debates into left and right, then only
look in 'our' pigeon hole for the truth, runs counter to everything we know about the journey toward truth. It's a great
big argumentum ad hominem, the worst of the logical errors.  

 Reply

Glenn 3 weeks ago

Dear Andrew We are in the middle of a global pandemic, the PM made a fool of himself at the G7, China seems to
want to start WW3, the Royal Family is falling apart and Gladys has a new boyfriend. And yet you see fit to publish
seven columns on a badly researched book (yes I counted them). OK - you won - yay! There is no need to bayonet
the wounded.

 Reply

GPB 3 weeks ago

you should be glad the truth won out Glenn!! why aren't you??

 Reply

Michael 2 weeks ago

Oh yes there is ... 
Liberty and freedoms above all is what the civilized world has fought for for over 2000 years ... 

 Reply

Christopher 3 weeks ago

Absolutely fascinating. I was quite ignorant about the ABC and this author. Thanks for the doubt over when l hear
them now. Healthy

 1 Reply

B R 3 weeks ago

Wonder when the state governments will pull Pascoe's fictional book out of the schools where it is presently being
used as a "textbook" to brainwash our kids.

 6 Reply

Bradley 3 weeks ago

Where’s Ita? What’s her view on this?

 3 Reply

Alfie 3 weeks ago

Ita is a figurehead. Nobody listens to her…including their ABC staff.



 2 Reply

matthew 3 weeks ago

Ita is asleep at the wheel. She doesn’t listen to anyone who disagrees…

 1 Reply

Mark 3 weeks ago

The ABC needs collapsing and starting again. It's hopelessly broken

 10 Reply

B R 3 weeks ago

Who in their right mind would start again?  The days of the government owning a media organisation have
long gone.  Just scrap it.   Or let the luvvies have it and run it by their subscriptions.

 1 Reply

MargieQ 4 weeks ago

Everyone of those listed above are the reasons I no longer watch or listen to the ABC Well not quite true,I still
watch Landline and Gardening Australia after recording and fast forwarding the climate change guff. 
These overpaid staff do not tempt many that I know as they pontificate on so many matters. Time for them to get a
real job. 

 17 Reply

Craig 4 weeks ago

The " usual suspects " again propping up this cattle manure... No surprise there, Andrew.

Ben Law has little to no grasp of the truth when it comes to historical fact. His " documentary " where he trashed
Young, NSW was a bloody disgrace. 

 16 Reply

B R 3 weeks ago

Law is one of the ABC's greatest lightweights - and in that company, that's saying something.

 2 Reply

TERRY 4 weeks ago

Report  within  the  narrative. Easy  and  cost  effective  for  so  called  Journalists. That  profession  is  morphing 
into  entertainers/activists. With  newspapers  and  T.V.  stations  struggling  financially, as  a  result  of  the 
onslaught  of  rapid  social  media, attractive  to  the  younger  generation, the  cost  effectiveness  of  a 
predetermined  narrative  is  obvious. Sadly  I  cannot  offer  a  solution.  

However  the  ABC  has  taxpayer  guaranteed  funding  and  should  not  be  reporting  within  a  narrative.

 6 Reply
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Blog Post

WHAT THE ABC FAILED TO SAY ABOUT THIS "STOLEN GENERATIONS' STORY

The ABC last week tried again to push the "stolen generations" story. Once again it le� out critical facts. Why did it want viewers not
to know Margaret Somerville was actually a saint, and much loved?

13

Blog Post

AL GORE SHOULD SAY SORRY FOR THESE DUD PREDICTIONS

Al Gore is flying here, 15 years a�er launching his film An Inc0nvenient Truth and scaring a generation of children with its fake
claims of global warming doom. Now would be a good time to say sorry.

9

David 4 weeks ago

As with the George Pell case, the ABC will collectively shrug its shoulders and move on to the next crusade.

 25 Reply
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TIPS FOR MONDAY, JULY 12

Richmond crumbles, England crumbles. So tell me some good news.
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Blog Post

HOW CHINESE DICTATOR'S SPEECH SOUNDS JUST LIKE HITLER'S

Chinese dictator Xi Jinping last week gave a frightening speech on the anniversary of his communist party. Frightening, because
paragraph a�er paragraph was just like the big anniversary speech given by Adolf Hitler, two years before World War II. 

33

Blog Post

MELBOURNE UNI A JOKE WHILE PASCOE STAYS PROFESSOR

Melbourne University made itself look stupid by hiring fake Aborigine Bruce Pascoe as professor of a fake discipline - "Indigenous
Agriculture". Now it looks dishonest by not sacking him a�er even its own publishing arm denounced Pascoe's ludicrous untruths.

15
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Blog Post

TIPS FOR MONDAY, JULY 5

Tell us the news here. On The Bolt Report on Sky News at 7pm: we're too fraidy-cat for the tourists now flocking to Europe, Cardinal
George Pell vindicated, and  Joe Biden confirms he's su�ering memory blanks. Plus: sshhhhh, but where did that global warming
go?
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